DRIVE

DRIVE bench gives the opportunity of quick and easy adjusting to individual needs without compromising on functionality and space. Each work counter has its own individual mechanism which works independently. DRIVE bench can be equipped with fabric panels to divide a work surface for more privacy. Dividing the work surface does not, in any way, reduce the access to the horizontal cable management underneath the work top.
CTB50: X 2 BENCH WITH ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT (STAND 1800/1600/1500)
ZUB18: X 2 SOUND-ACOUSTIC PANEL FOR BENCH DESK 794X58X80
A85004: STORAGE 80/A412/93/3
A85049Z: STORAGE WITH DRW DORS 90/530/1833
A81049C: STORAGE WITH TIRI FRONT 80/1400/783
SLD13: X 2 PEDESTAL 400/600/186
SAVA: X 2 CHAIR 500/610/1050/150
DRIVE

CPDU5  X 2 DESK WITH ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 950/950/1300
ZPS16 X SONIC ACOUSTIC PANEL FOR SINGLE DESK 1700/400/650
ZM13  X 4 SONIC VERTICAL ACOUSTIC PANEL 850/400/550
K0113 X 3 PEDESTAL 450/650/556
AKE5  X 4 TAMBOUR STORAGE 1250/600/740
S94  X 2 VERTICAL CABLE DUCTIN 8140/750/1200
SAVA CHAIR 660/610/755/1150

CPDU4  X 2 DESK WITH ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 950/950/1300
ZPS16 X SONIC ACOUSTIC PANEL FOR SINGLE DESK 1590/400/650
S94  X 2 VERTICAL CABLE DUCTIN 8140/750/1200
K0280P PEDESTAL 450/650/556
K0113 PEDESTAL 450/650/556
SAVA CHAIR 660/610/755/1150
DRIVE is an electric height regulation desks which allows for customized standing and sitting positions and is a great ergonomically solution. The electrical height regulator, located underneath the work surface, simplifies changes in positions depending on one's office needs. Changing position during long working hours increases work effectiveness, productivity and health. To create an intimate climate, DRIVE allows you to add acoustic panels. There are two types of acoustic panels which fit perfectly both horizontally and vertically to the worktop.
YAN promotes interaction when employees spend time in teams and allows for privacy when needed. YAN meets office demands by improving performance and customer satisfaction. Thanks to its coherent attributes you can organize your office and reinvent a creative and functional space.
Z3N05: X 2 Desk with Manager Wall Side Storage: 1600/1840/2140
SK012: X 4 Pillow: 1160/920/40
AZ012: X 2 Tambour Storage: 1200/420/7129
SAVA: X 4 Chari: 1600/610/700/1180
CAN011: X 2 Canoe Lamp: 1100/360/390
PL150: Extension: 1600/100/238
YAN_Z

Side desk storages for both single desks and benches act as a construction element reducing the need for an additional leg thus maximizing the space underneath the desk. Wide variety of storage solutions allows for a tailor-made office interior.
YAN is a simple yet multi-functional system which blends well into an office space arrangement. Its flexibility allows for a quick response to different office work requirements. Sliding desk tops give easy access to cable management. Distinctive panel designs enable to build an office of a particular character.
YAN has been designed to offer the possibility of combining different components into a multi-functional office layout. Tambour or sliding door storages, high or desk level can be used as an end element. Different height and functionality pedestals may act as both dividing or finishing section; individual or team storage,
EXAMPLES OF STORAGE ARRANGEMENTS
YAN_T
Simple and flexible, YAN’s construction is practical for your desired space or can be conveniently changed on the go to reflect the needs of your office. Whatever the type of workplace, YAN blends well in different office situations.
BRN05 X 2 DESK 1800/800/740
S93 X 4 VERTICAL MHC4 470/85/34
SB7 X 2 CPU HOLDER 312/460/600
HRT13 X 2 PEDESTAL 429/60/196
JAS04 X 3 STORAGE 800/620/1129
ZWE18 X 2 SPACE FLEXI PANEL 800/38/1800
SAAK X 2 CHAIR 660/610/1060/1160
YAN managerial storage was designed to optimize and organize the work space. It is a construction element of the desks eliminating the need for additional leg. Thought through storage interior allows to hide a computer box as well as suspension files and personal belongings.

EXAMPLES OF STORAGE ARRANGEMENTS
YAN sliding tops give access to horizontal cable management. Desk’s construction offers extraordinary ergonomic qualities with a large working area and all necessary advise and items within an easy reach.
YAN not only serves your present day basic needs but provides an answer to growing demands of the future office. YAN offers desks with manual height regulation. When the need arises you can comfortably set and regulate the height to your liking and situation.
YAN is the ultimate solution for companies that have multiple project teams who need more room to work and positively interact. YAN was developed in such a way that essential ideas can be exchanged. This is why you can use the panels interchangeably by dividing your workplace into straight or intersecting sections. In our offer, you can find five different types of panels which differentiate themselves by shape, finish and color.
One of the most important elements in planning your ergonomic office space, is the functionality of your office furniture. YAN system offers a solution for creating workstations using Cargo containers. Cargo fulfills its role not only as a construction element but also as a place to rearrange all of your crucial documents. This type of arrangement is important in achieving optimal performance.

EXAMPLES OF CARGO STORAGE ARRANGEMENTS
YAN_M

REN15L ELEMENT FOR DESK PARKING 1800/1500/740
V03010P PEDESTAL 400/800/140
V03011P PEDESTAL 400/800/140
PL10X EXTENSION 1600/800/24
ZU016 SONIC ACoustics PANEL 1890X880X160
SAWA X Z CHAIR 660/610/1050W-L150
The main attribute of the YAN system is the possibility of easy configuring individual desks and benches in a number of ways. Desk tops can be supported by metal legs, which come in four shapes to choose from, or different storage solutions. By enlarging the work area with extending elements, a space for greater interaction can be easily built.
**YAN_C**

- BUN140L: ELEMENT FOR DESK WORKING 1600/1600/740
- B2305: DOUBLE DESK TOP 1500/750/28
- KIT716P: X 2 PEDESTAL 400/800/740
- KIT716L: PEDESTAL 400/800/740
- KIT740P: PEDESTAL 400/1000/740
- S160: X 4 METAL VERTICAL TRAY 1160/244/45
- 300: X 2 VERTICAL HITCH 470/82/54
- 70165: X 2 MET/AD JUMBO PANEL FOR BENCH DESK 1560/82/54
- 4201004S: X 3 STORAGE WITH HLF FRONT 807/432/120
- 504A: X 4 CHAIR 630/630/1085/841-85
YAN can be personalized to an individual office needs. An accessible array of colors and materials helps to add character to the whole office or to a selected area. Arranging an office with different panels add distinctive style to the office space design.
YAN promotes simplicity combined with a great variety and choice. Apart from many different styled panels, legs and storages there are different solutions for cable management. Combine vertical and horizontal cable organizer options to create a hassle-free workspace environment. Each solution is universal for different YAN styles.
Unlocking latch for desk sliding work surface.

YAKY functional leg.
YAN represents a line of office furniture which can be very individual and personal and at the same time have the integrating factor with the rest of the office space. YAN has been designed to not only serve multi-station offices, but also for creating professional spaces for managers and directors. Combined with side tables, and partition walls a complete and cozy work environment can be created.
YAN_CONFERENCE

In every company there is a need for a meeting space where business dialogue can be conducted. YAN offers a wide range of conference and meeting tables covering different styles to blend in with the rest of the office design.
BUN245 Meeting table 1300/1/400/740
BUN245L Meeting table 1300/1/400/740
M04 MeetingBox 4x1200V/2x36/1xUSB
BUN260P Meeting table 1300x1400x740
M04 MeetingBox 4x1200V/2x36/1xUSB
UL2801 X 2 Sliding 1500x630x300, 1300x430x729
MP12 X 2 Handles PRO 160/110/20
SNL16 Sunbeam lamp Ø 440/410
GARA X 8 Chair 660/57/68/65
YAN PANELS

YAN panels present different styles to suit individual needs. Functionality of panels together with the diversity of design and characteristic patterns give you customized work area in a new look.
Open workspaces do not have to be boring. Vibrant colors and diverse forms of panels break up the static nature of the system, promoting creative inventiveness.
YAN_PANELS

SONIC PANELS h350mm, h500 mm

SONIC PANELS h650mm, h800 mm

VIVA FREE STANDING SCREENS h1670 mm
Simple and elegant partition walls can act both as regular panels, dividing work stations into individual sections or as standard partition walls dividing open space depending on the needs.
YAN_PANELS
YAN presents a large variety of ways in which a desk top can be supported. These include four different shapes of legs, and several storage options. It allows for creating simple yet functional work areas.
YAN_ELEMENTS

- Quick and easy assembly system
- Sliding desk tops: direct and easy cable management access
- Versatile and smart
- Height adjustable: manual and electric options
CABLE MANAGEMENT

VERTICAL CABLE HITCH S93
CPU HOLDER S83

Vertical cable ducting S94 for height adjustable desks
Vertical cable ducting S81
Top access M05

M04 - the product has been developed with several solutions to guarantee an easy in-built arrangement of all wires required for electricity, telephone and data transfer.

MEDIA BOX M04
2X RJ45, 1X USB, 4X 230V
HORIZONTAL CABLE TRAY

- DIFFERENT LENGTHS
- UNIVERSAL FOR INDIVIDUAL DESK OR BENCH SOLUTIONS

CHESTNUT

CANADIAN OAK

POLAR BIRCH

WHITE PASTEL

GROMMETS AND PRESS BUTTONS - DIFFERENT COLOURS